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Abstract

The effect of nutrient availability on plant growth and the terrestrial carbon sink under climate

change and elevated CO2 remains one of the main uncertainties of the terrestrial carbon cycle.

This is partially due to the difficulty of assessing nutrient limitation at large scales over long

periods of time. Consistent declines in leaf nitrogen (N) content and  leaf δ15N have been used

to  suggest  that  nitrogen limitation  has increased  in  recent  decades,  most  likely  due to  the

concurrent increase in atmospheric CO2. However, such datasets are often not straightforward

to interpret due to the complex factors that contribute to the spatial and temporal variation in leaf

N and isotope concentration. We use the land surface model QUINCY, which has the unique

capacity to represent N isotopic processes, in conjunction with two large datasets of foliar N and

N isotope content. We run the model with different scenarios to test whether foliar δ15N isotopic

data can be used to infer large scale nitrogen limitation and if the observed trends are caused

by increasing atmospheric CO2, changes in climate or changes in sources of anthropogenic N

deposition. We show that while the model can capture the observed change in leaf N content

and predicts widespread increases in N limitation, it does not capture the pronounced, but very

spatially  heterogeneous,  decrease in foliar  δ15N observed in the data across the globe.  The

addition of an observed temporal trend in isotopic composition of N deposition leads to a more

pronounced  decrease  in  simulated  leaf  δ15N.  Our  results  show that  leaf  δ15N observations

should not, on their own, be used to assess global scale N limitation and that using such a

dataset in conjunction with a land surface model can reveal the drivers behind the observed

patterns. 
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1 Introduction

The  magnitude  and  dynamics  of  the  terrestrial  carbon  sink  remains  one  of  the  largest

uncertainties in predictions of future climate change (Jones & Friedlingstein, 2020), specifically

in relation to the amount of carbon that can be stored in terrestrial ecosystems under future

levels  of  atmospheric  carbon dioxide  (CO2)  (Walker  et  al.,  2020).  One particular  source of

uncertainty is the degree to which nitrogen limits plant growth (Elser et al., 2010; Hungate et al.,

2003). Additionally,  anthropogenic nitrogen input  into ecosystems as atmospheric deposition

can alleviate  nitrogen limitation  (Matson et  al.,  2002).  While  the processes relating  nutrient

availability to individual plant physiology are relatively well known, the ecosystem level limitation

is poorly understood partially because it  is very difficult  to measure  (Vicca et al.,  2018). We

propose to use a land surface model to bridge some of these observational gaps and provide

insights into the underlying processes.

A number of metrics for ecosystem nutrient limitation have been suggested, both through soil

and  vegetation  metrics  (Van  Sundert  et  al.,  2020).  While  soil  metrics  provide  a  more

comprehensive  view  of  the  system,  plant-related  measurements  are  much  more  prevalent,

largely  due  to  the  ease  of  sample  collection  and  measurement  when  compared  to  soil

observations. To assess N limitation under elevated CO2 globally, we need measurements that

are spatially distributed but also cover a sufficient time period to detect the effects of increased

CO2. While organised efforts to collect ecosystem data in such a systematic manner exist (e.g.

The  International  Co-operative  Programme on  Assessment  and  Monitoring  of  Air  Pollution

Effects on Forests (ICP Forests,  Lorenz, 1995), their extent is limited both in space and time,

and the exact focus of the measurement varies. Thus To have a global picture we must rely on

measurements that are general and simple enough to have been made at a large number of

studies.
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Leaf nitrogen (N) content has been proposed as a diagnostic of ecosystem N limitation, with low

leaf  N  considered  a  sign  of  poor  plant  nutrition  (Elser  et  al.,  2010).  Generally,  controlled

experiments show N additions lead to an increase in foliar N  (Magill  et  al.,  2004;  Sikström,

2002), while elevated CO2, generally leads to a decrease (Ellsworth et al., 2004). Based on this

metric,  previous  studies  have concluded  that  forest  nutrition  is  degrading  concurrently  with

increased atmospheric CO2 (Jonard et al., 2015). However, plants can alter their leaf chemistry

under elevated CO2 in various ways, including plastically reducing the amount of N allocated to

photosynthetic  components  due  to  increased  nitrogen  use  efficiency  under  elevated  CO2

(Ainsworth & Long, 2005; Drake et al., 1997). This allows plants to maintain similar levels of

biomass growth with  less  available  N.  These observations  raise  the question  of  whether  a

decrease  in  leaf  N  indicates  N  limitation  to  growth  or  just  plant  adaptive  response  to  N

availability, with little or no effect on growth.

Another proposed metric of N limitation is foliar δ15N. Nitrogen isotopic concentrations are a

useful  tool  in  assessing  ecosystem  nitrogen  related  processes,  as  processes  fractionate

differently  (Robinson,  2001).  In  particular,  the  balance  between  microbial  processes  that

fractionate and physical processes such as leaching that do not can give an indication of the

amount of mineral N available in the system (Amundson et al., 2003). While still a plant-based

metric, it can reflect whole-ecosystem processes, with a change in δ15N indicating a change in N

loss pathways from the system, with less N lost  through leaching processes when there is

overall less mineral N present in the soil (Amundson et al., 2003; Craine et al., 2015; Hogberg,

1998).  This  decrease  in  δ15N with  decreased  N availability  is  observed  in  both  fertilization

experiments  (Choi et al.,  2005; Johannisson & Högberg, 1994) and across fertility gradients

(Garten & Van Miegroet, 1994), although such studies do not generally cover a large spectrum

of ecosystems and plant functional types. A recent synthesis of δ15N measurements (Craine et

al.,  2009,  2018) concluded  that  foliar  δ15N has  decreased  over  the  last  decades  and  this
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decrease is caused by N limitation, concurrent with the trend in foliar N concentration from long-

term monitoring of European forests (Jonard et al.  2015).The study advanced the hypothesis

that inferred N limitation is driven by elevated CO2 

A complication in attribution of trends in foliar N and its isotopic composition to elevated CO2 is

the alteration of the N cycle due to anthropogenic N deposition (Galloway et al., 2004). Nitrogen

deposition is spatially and temporally complex, and regions of the world such as Europe which

before 1990 suffered from chronic high level of N inputs in acid deposition have implemented

legislation to limit emissions, while other parts of the world have increased emissions (and thus,

deposition)  through  industrialisation  and  intensification  of  agriculture  (Fowler  et  al.,  2013;

Vitousek et al.,  1997). Both fossil  fuels and agricultural  emissions also have a depleted  15N

content  compared  to  most  ecosystem  pools,  which  can  potentially  lead  to  a  decreasing

ecosystem δ15N trend throughout the 20th century due to chronic inputs (Hastings et al., 2009).

Additionally  the  balance  of  emissions  with  different  δ15N  have  changed  over  time,  with  a

decrease in NOx from fossil fuels and increase from agricultural emissions leading to a change

in δ15N of deposition (Elliott et al., 2019; Felix et al., 2012). While exhaustive data of trends in N

deposition δ15N  are not available, large scale trends have been observed in lake sediments

(Holtgrieve  et  al.,  2011) and ice  cores  (Hastings  et  al.,  2009),  indicating  these  effects  are

significant and detectable.

Land surface models  (LSMs) provide detailed  representations  of  ecosystem and landscape

level processes and have over the last decade advanced from carbon-only representations to

having fully integrated nutrient cycles  (Arora et al.,  2020; Davies-Barnard et al.,  2020). This

advancement in process representation means such models can not only be used for prediction,

but also interrogating quantities and processes that are difficult to measure. Models can also be

used  to  perform  virtual  experiments,  varying  the  climate  or  CO2 concentrations,  to  further

investigate the drivers of observed patterns. This is particularly useful when looking at leaf δ15N
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observations, given the large number of processes involved in N isotope discrimination within an

ecosystem, and relatively small changes over time make process attribution difficult. However,

the majority of models do not have the capacity to represent N isotopic processes. Here, we use

the  QUINCY  model  (QUantifying  Interactions  between  terrestrial  Nutrient  CYcles  and  the

climate  system),  a  model  specifically  designed  to  incorporate  a  detailed  and  accurate

representation  of  nutrient  cycling  processes  (Caldararu  et  al.,  2020;  Thum et  al.,  2019).  In

addition  to  the  common  nitrogen  cycle  components,  QUINCY  includes  nitrogen  isotope

fractionation  processes,  which  allows  us  to  use  the  model  alongside  δ15N  observations  to

investigate changes in nutrient limitation.

We use the QUINCY model, in conjunction with the foliar δ15N dataset of (Craine et al., 2018)

and a European database of leaf N concentrations to test the following hypotheses:

1. Increased atmospheric CO2 is the main driver for the observed trend in foliar δ15N and N

content

2. Changes  in  the  δ15N  composition  of  anthropogenic  N  deposition  contribute  to  the

observed δ15N trend.

2 Methods

2.1 Model description

In  this  study,  we  use  the  land  surface  model,  QUINCY  (QUantifying  Interactions  between

terrestrial Nutrient CYcles and the climate system), which includes fully coupled carbon, nutrient

(nitrogen  and  phosphorus),  water  and  energy  cycles  as  well  as  detailed  biological
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representations of plant and soil  processes. The model is described in detail  in  Thum et al.

(2019) and here we provide a brief description of the model, with more detailed descriptions of

the processes relevant to this study following below.

QUINCY  includes  a  multi-layer  canopy  representation,  with  photosynthesis  and  stomatal

conductance being calculated separately for sunlit and shaded leaves for each layer. Nitrogen is

vertically distributed through the canopy, with exponentially decreasing N content towards the

bottom-most layer. Photosynthetic N is used to calculate photosynthesis for each canopy layer,

using the model of Kull & Kruijt  (1998). Plant maintenance respiration is calculated as a linear

function of N content for each vegetation pool. Both photosynthesis and respiration parameters

are acclimated to temperature following Friend (2010) and Atkin et al. (2015) respectively. Plant

nutrient  uptake  is  calculated  as  a  function  of  fine  root  biomass,  soil  mineral  nutrient

concentration and plant nutrient demand.

In QUINCY, sink and source processes are separated through the introduction of  two non-

structural biomass pools, the short-term labile and the long-term reserve pool. Newly acquired

C, N and P are allocated to the labile pool, from where they are further allocated to new growth,

respiration or storage in the reserve pool. Actual growth is determined by the nutrient constraint

set  by  the  stoichiometry  of  each  plant  pool,  the  nutrients  available  for  growth  and  further

controlled  by  air  temperature  and  soil  moisture.  We represent  plant  nutrient  use  efficiency

response to nutrient  limitation  through changes in  tissue stoichiometry  and allocation  shifts

between foliage and fine roots. Plant N content varies following the optimality scheme described

in  Caldararu et al.  (2020) in which plants adjust their N content in order to maximise growth

given current environmental conditions and nutrient availability. Leaf to root ratio is calculated

following an empirical function which is based on the ratio between the plant nutrient demand

for growth and the available nutrients. In terms of vegetation turnover, QUINCY includes density

dependent  mortality  and  establishment  from  a  seed-bed  pool.  All  pools  and  fluxes  are
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representative of an average individual.

The  soil  component  of  QUINCY  has  a  vertically  layered  structure  (with  15 layers  of

exponentially increasing depth up to a total soil depth of 9.5 m), with processes largely following

the CENTURY model approach (Parton et al., 1993). Each soil layer contains five organic pools

(metabolic, structural and woody litter, fast and slow overturning soil organic matter (SOM)), as

well as inorganic N (NH4+ and NO3-). All litter and SOM pool turnover follows first-order kinetics

functions, with soil temperature and moisture dependencies. Litter stoichiometry is determined

by the respective plant pool stoichiometry and the plant resorption capacity for each nutrient,

while the stoichiometry of the fast SOM pools depends on available inorganic nutrients and the

slow  SOM pool  has  fixed  stoichiometry.   Plant  uptake  and  microbial  immobilisation  (SOM

decomposition)  compete for  inorganic  nutrients  based on their  uptake capacity  and nutrient

demand. QUINCY includes a representation of nitrification and denitrification processes based

on the aerobic status of each soil layer, resulting in the emission of NOy  and N2O respectively

(Zaehle & Dalmonech, 2011). Leaching of mineral nutrients from the system is represented as a

function of  mass water flow and nutrient  concentration.  Biological  nitrogen fixation (BNF) is

considered as an asymbiotic as well as symbiotic process and is calculated based on plant

demand and relative costs of root uptake of mineral nutrients and biological fixation (Meyerholt

et al., 2016; Rastetter et al., 2001). Atmospheric nitrogen deposition is a model input (Section

2.5.1) and is added as ammonia and nitrate to each of the respective mineral soil pools in the

top layer at every timestep. 

While QUINCY has the capacity to represent both N and P processes, for the purpose of this

analysis we run the model with P availability set to a level at which is does not limit plant and

soil  processes,  and  plant  and  soil  P  stoichiometry  represent  average  conditions  based  on

literature values Thum et al. (2019).
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2.2 Representation of nitrogen stable isotopes in QUINCY

All soil and vegetation pools in QUINCY contain C, N, as well as their isotopes, 13C, 14C and 15N.

Processes that fractionate with respect to the nitrogen isotopes are biological nitrogen fixation,

ammonification, plant and microbial N uptake, and processes associated with nitrification and

denitrification.  All  isotopic  fractionation  is  described  and  parameterized  following  Robinson

(2001, Table S2).  We calculate leaf δ15N as:

δ 15N leaf=(
Rleaf−Rstandard
Rstandard )1000 (1)

where Rleaf  is the isotopic ratio of the leaf and Rstandard  is the atmospheric N2 standard isotopic

ratio (0.0036765).  

To showcase the model behaviour in terms of N isotopes, we run the model for one site across

a gradient of soil N to test the predicted response of leaf δ15N to N availability and increased

CO2. As expected from theory, the model predicts an increase in leaf δ15N with soil N content

and a lower leaf δ15N under elevated CO2 (Fig. 1(a)), reflecting our process understanding of 15N

fractionation at the ecosystem level. The ratio between plant N uptake to N loss from the system

(Fig. 1(b)) is a measure of the openness of the nitrogen cycle, which can be used as a proxy for

N limitation - a low ratio indicates excess mineral N in the system, not taken up by plants and

available  to  gas  loss  and  leaching.  Again,  as  expected  from  theory,  QUINCY  predicts  a

decrease in leaf δ15N with an increase in the uptake to loss ratio and therefore with decreased N

availability. 
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Figure 1 - Conceptual model predictions of leaf d15N variation at three levels of atmospheric

CO2 for ecosystems with different levels of N availability, plotted against (a) simulated soil N

availability and (b) simulated plant N uptake to ecosystem N loss ratio. Simulations shown for a

needleleaf evergreen site, and were derived by varying the level of asymbiotic BNF input in the

model, which effectively changes the amount of mineral N in the soil. For the purpose of this run

only  we assume that  BNF does not  fractionate. This conceptual run removes the effects of

climate, PFT and N deposition. We run the model to equilibrium for 500 years with static climate

and with constant atmospheric CO2 set to 350 ppm, 450 ppm and 550 ppm in three separate

model runs.
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2.3 Metrics of ecosystem N status

As  discussed  above,  there  is  no  standard  metric  for  assessing  nutrient  limitation  at  the

ecosystem level.  The advantage of using a model in this context is that we can calculate a

number of different metrics to describe the N limitation predicted by our model. In this study, we

will use:

● Leaf nitrogen content - growing season yearly average of total canopy leaf N content.

The growing season is defined as periods with GPP (gross primary productivity) above

20% of the maximum at each site. 

● C:N ratio of the plant labile pool - annual mean of the C:N ratio of material available

for plant growth. Higher values indicate a stronger plant N limitation.

● Soil mineral N - annual mean of soil soluble NH4 and NO3 pools to 1 m depth.

● Ratio of ecosystem uptake to loss - ratio of plant N uptake to sum of leaching and gas

loss fluxes. All  represented as annual fluxes. An increase in this ratio shows a more

closed N cycle, associated with increasing ecosystem N limitation.

2.4 Datasets used

We use two long-term datasets, the foliar  15N global data of  (Craine et al.,  2018) (hereafter

Craine2018)  and  the  ICP  Forests  Europe-wide  leaf  N  content  data  (Lorenz,  1995).  The

Craine2018 dataset consists of foliar  15N measurements gathered from literature, as well  as

previously unpublished data. The dataset contains measurement from 1902 to 2017 and covers

sites across the globe (Fig. S1(a)) but following the original study, we only use data from 1980

onwards.  It  contains  information  on  foliar  δ15N,  foliar  N  content,  species,  mean  annual
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temperature, mean annual precipitation, mycorrhizal association and nitrogen fixing capacity.

For the purpose of this analysis we exclude N-fixing species, as QUINCY does not currently

include an N fixer plant functional type. We include additional information on plant functional

type  based on species information using the categorical traits dataset from the TRY database

(Kattge et al.,  2020) and N deposition values from the same global dataset as used for the

model simulations as described below (Lamarque et al., 2010, 2011).

The  International  Co-operative  Programme on  Assessment  and  Monitoring  of  Air  Pollution

Effects on Forests (ICP Forests) is a Europe-level monitoring network with regular standardised

measurements of  plant,  soil  and ancillary  observations at  established forest  plots  (Fig.  S4).

Here, we use data for leaf N content  from 1990 to 2015. 

2.5 Model setup

2.5.1 Boundary conditions and meteorological forcing

We run the QUINCY model  at  approximately  400 sites,  distributed uniformly across climate

zones and plant functional types (Fig. S1(b), Table S3) for the period 1901-2018.  The modeled

sites  cover  the  climate  space  and  the  range  of  the  observations  (Fig.  S2).  We  use  daily

meteorological  data (short and longwave downward radiation, air temperature, precipitation, air

pressure,  air  humidity  and wind velocity)  extracted from the CRU JRA dataset,  version 2.1

(Harris, 2020), and disaggregated to the half-hourly model timestep using a statistical weather

generator  (Zaehle & Friend,  2010).  As other model inputs we use annual  atmospheric  CO2

concentration from Le Quéré et al.  (2018) and N deposition data from Lamarque et al.  (2010,

2011). QUINCY also requires information about the dominant plant functional type (Hurtt et al.,

2006), and soil physical and chemical parameters obtained from the SoilGrids dataset (Hengl et

al., 2017)
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We bring the model to quasi-equilibrium using a spinup period of  500 years, using driving data

from 1901-1930. We then run the model with transient climate, CO2 and N deposition for 1901-

2018 for each site.

2.5.2 Model scenarios for hypothesis testing

To explore the different factors that can contribute to the observed δ15N trend and ecosystem N

limitation,  we  run  the  model  with  different  factorial  combinations  of  drivers  (Table  1).  The

baseline  version  includes  transient  climate,  CO2  and  N  deposition.  The  ‘fixed  CO2’  model

scenario, in contrast, includes transient climate but the atmospheric CO2 concentration is set to

the value for 1901, to test hypothesis 1 that it is the change in CO2 concentration, rather than

the change in climate that drives any observed N limitation. 

To investigate the effect of a change in the δ15N of anthropogenic N deposition, we implement

two different scenarios, based on existing observations of long-term trends in lake sediment

cores across the US (Holtgrieve et al., 2011) and a Greenland ice core (Hastings et al., 2009).

Both records show a decrease in δ15N with time over the last century, but they differ in the

strength  of  the  trend,  with  the  lake  sediments  showing  a  weaker  trend  than  the  ice  core,

possibly due to differing sources for atmospheric transport. Lacking further information on the

global distribution of such δ15N trends, we test the importance of the N deposition effect using

both trends, as a proof of concept of the effect that such a trend would have on foliar δ 15N. The

‘weak δ15N trend’ scenario uses the data from Holtgrieve et al.  (2011), while the ‘strong δ15N

trend’ scenario follows the trend observed in the Greenland ice core (Hastings et al., 2009). We

have implemented both trends following the functional form of  (Holtgrieve et al., 2011), so that

the δ15N concentration in deposition is calculated as:

δ 15N (T i)=C0−C0
k Ti❑+1 (2)

Where C0 is the pre-industrial δ15N concentration and k is a parameter. The time T is expressed
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as the difference between the simulation year and a threshold year  Y0 when the effects of

human impact  on N deposition  had begun,  set  to  1985  according  to  the global  parameter

derived  by  Holtgrieve  et  al.  (2011).  Values  for  k and  C0 are  taken  as  the  mean  of  fitted

parameters from Holtgrieve et al. (2011) for the weak δ15N trend model and are fit to reproduce

the ice core timeseries from Hastings et al. (2009) for the strong δ15N trend model. Parameter

values are included in Table 1.

Table 1 - Model scenarios used in this study.

Name of model scenario Transient CO2  δ15N trend in deposition

Baseline yes no

Fixed CO2 (H1) no no

Weak δ15N trend (H2) yes yes (C0= 3.5 ‰, k =0.0085 yr-1, eq. 2) 

Strong δ15N trend (H2) yes yes (C0 = 10 ‰, k = 0.01 yr-1, eq. 2)

2.6 Statistical analysis

To compare the trends observed in the Craine2018 data and those predicted by QUINCY, we

apply a linear regression model to both the observed and predicted values, to account for the

effect of spatial variation in mean annual temperature, mean annual precipitation and leaf N

content as:

δ 15N leaf , D∼MAT+ log(MAP)+log (N leaf) (3)
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Where D denotes either observations or each model scenario. Mean annual temperature (MAT)

and mean annual  precipitation  (MAP)  are  climatological  means reported in  the  Craine2018

dataset for the observations and means over the analysis period for the model. Leaf N values

are data reported for each site for the observations and means over the analysis period for the

model.

We then compute the residuals of this linear regression model for both observations and data,

R15
N, D. By using the residuals rather than the raw values, we control for spatial variation in the

climatic drivers of leaf δ15N. We then calculate the trend by computing a linear regression of

mean annual residuals with time separately for the observation, each model scenario and each

grouping of interest:

R15N ,D, g=mD, gt+nD, g (4) 

Here t is time expressed as year from 1901, m and n are the slope and intercept respectively, D

denotes observation or model scenario and  g is group of interest as either PFT, continent or

level  of  N  deposition.  For  the  remainder  of  this  paper,  we  report  the  slope  mD,g and  its

associated standard error. This final regression with time is weighted by the natural logarithm of

data points in each year, to account for the high temporal variation in data availability, with more

recent years having a larger number of observations (Fig. S3). We report p-values for each

slope, as obtained from the linear regression coefficients. Our analysis largely mirrors the one in

the original study with the exception of including continent as an explanatory variable in the

regression model which we do not do, as we believe that patterns at the continent scale can

reflect  patterns in  N deposition  trends and should  not  be factored out,  as  we detail  in  our

analysis below. Additionally, mycorrhizal type is not included as a factor in the first regression

model  (Eq.  3)  as  this  information  is  not  available  in  the  model.  This  statistical  analysis  is

necessary due to the fact that this dataset does not include continuous timeseries at any one
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site and thus we must control for climate factors that affect inter-site variability. All statistical

analyses were performed using Matlab v9.1 (R2016b) standard functions.

As the ICP Forests data provides timeseries for continuous monitoring plots, we perform a linear

regression at each site with time as:

N leaf , D, s=aD , st+bD, s (5)

Where Nleaf,D,s is the leaf N content at each site s for either the ICP Forests observation or each

model scenario (D) and a and b are the slope and intercept respectively. We report fractional

changes per year relative to leaf N values in 1990 calculated as:

ΔN leaf ,D ,s=
aD ,s

aD ,s×1990+bD , s
×100                    (6)

For each PFT we then report the mean of that PFT and the standard error across that PFT. This

applies also to the predicted N status metrics described above.

3 Results

3.1 Global patterns of foliar δ15N variation

We  explore  the  variation  of  δ15N  residuals  across  the  global  gradient  with  mean  annual

precipitation, temperature and leaf N content for both model and data.The model shows similar

patterns  to  those  observed  in  the  data,  with  δ15N  residuals  increasing  with  mean  annual

temperature and leaf N content, and decreasing with mean annual precipitation (Fig. 2). The

slopes of the relationships are generally comparable between the data and model, with a lower

model slope for the leaf N content relationship predicted by the model. This discrepancy 
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Figure 2 - Variation in observed ((a) - (c)) and modelled ((d) - (f)) partial linear regression d15N

residuals  with  mean annual  temperature  (MAT),  mean annual  precipitation  (MAP)  and  leaf

nitrogen content. Data values are individual observations. Model values are mean leaf d15N

residuals for each year. All regression lines shown are significant with p<0.005.
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between data and model for the relationship with leaf N is due to the fact that leaf N content is

closely  linked  to  plant  function  and vegetation  type and its  relationship  with  15N content  is

therefore affected more than that of the climate variables by the differences in site distribution

across PFTs between data and model. The few high modeled δ15N values (Fig. 2(d) and (e)) are

dry and warm sites which,  while  the climate space of  the modeled and observed sites are

similar,  are not  represented in  the observed sites.  These general  patterns indicate that  our

implementation of 15N processes can represent observed global patterns. These results provide

confidence  that  the  model  can  simulate  observed  patterns  in  15N across  large  scales  and

climatic gradients and therefore supports our following analysis of temporal trends in leaf δ15N.

3.2 Effect of atmospheric CO2 on foliar δ15N

Figure  3  shows  δ15N  slopes  of  regression  model  residuals  in  Craine2018  and  QUINCY

predictions across PFTs. Across the globe, the observed foliar δ15N has a stronger negative

trend over time than all model runs (-0.041 +/- 0.015 ‰ yr-1), with the baseline scenario, driven by

changing  climate  and  atmospheric  CO2,  having  an average  slope  close  to  zero  (0.002  +/-

0.0002 ‰ yr-1 Fig. 3). The scenario with fixed atmospheric CO2 shows on average an increase

in δ15N (slope  0.0006 +/- 0.00024 ‰ yr-1) (Fig. 3(a)). In terms of variation across PFTs, the data

show a negative slope across all PFTs, although the slope standard error is relatively large and

only the needleleaf seasonal forests show a very strong decrease and a significant slope (-0.22

+/-  3.61e-09 ‰ yr-1,  p<0.05).  In contrast,  all  predicted model trends have significant  slopes

(p<0.05) and much lower slope standard errors than the observations.However, only the tropical

broadleaf  evergreen,  needleleaf  evergreen  and  temperate  grassland  PFTs  show significant

negative  slopes  (-0.0019  +/-  0.00013  ‰ yr-1 and  -0.0013  +/-  0.00014  ‰ yr-1 respectively,

p<0.05) in the baseline case. The predicted slopes for the fixed CO2 scenario are generally 
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Figure 3 - (a) Model d15N residuals slope over time (1980-2018) for the baseline (black) and

fixed CO2 (blue) model runs and (b) Craine2018 observed d15N residuals slope for the globe

(‘All’, linear regression for all sites) and for each PFT. Error bars represent the standard error of

the slope. Stars indicate significant slopes, p<0.05. Model and data shown on different axes for

visibility.  PFT  abbreviations:TrBE  tropical  broadleaf  evergreen,TrBR  tropical  broadleaf  rain-

green,TrH, C4 grassland, TeBE temperate broadleaf evergreen,  BS broadleaf seasonal,  NE

needleleaf evergreen, NS needleleaf seasonal, TeH C3 grassland.
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more positive than those for the baseline across PFTs, indicating less N limitation in time. The

only exception is the needleleaf seasonal forests, where the two slopes have very similar values

(0.00081 +/- 0.00017 ‰ yr-1 baseline and 0.00085 +/- 0.00017 ‰ yr-1 fixed CO2, both p<0.05),

which would indicate that the change in N limitation predicted by the model for this PFT is driven

by other factors than CO2.

3.3 Effect of atmospheric CO2 on ecosystem N status

Figure 4 shows four important ecosystem nutrient status metrics across PFTs for the baseline

and fixed CO2 model  scenarios.  In  terms of  leaf  N content  (Fig.  4(a)),  the  baseline  model

predicts a decrease in all PFTs (mean across all PFTs -0.12 +/- 0.018 % yr-1) with the exception

of the tropical (C4) grassland, indicating declining nitrogen availability relative to plant growth

requirements.  Generally, this decrease can be attributed to elevated CO2, as it is not predicted

by the fixed CO2 scenario (mean 0.016 +/- 0.016 % yr-1), with the majority of PFTs showing a

significant difference between the baseline and the fixed CO2 scenarios (p<0.05). However, for

needleleaf  evergreen forests at  higher  latitudes,  generally  considered to be most  N limited,

there is a slight  decrease in simulated leaf  N even with no increase in CO2, suggesting an

increase  in  N  limitation  caused  by  longer  growing  seasons  due  to  global  warming  and

subsequent increased growth. The tropical grassland is the only PFT where the model predicts

an increase in leaf  N for both the baseline and the fixed CO2 scenarios,  with no significant

difference between the two, indicating no increase in nitrogen limitation.

We compare predicted leaf N content with data from the European ICP Forests dataset (Fig. 5),

comparing model sites that are located in Europe only. In terms of absolute values, the model

predicts slightly lower values than observed on average (observations 1.55 +/- 0.02 %, model

1.27 +/-  0.035 %,  Fig.  5(a)),  with  a  stronger  bias  in  the  needleleaf  evergreen.  The  model

captures the observed change in leaf N content for the broadleaf seasonal (observed -0.23 +/-
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0.081 % y-1, model -0.18 +/- 0.046 % y-1) and needleleaf evergreen (observed -0.29 +/- 0.077 %

y-1,  model  -0.22  +/0.02  %  y-1),  while  underestimating  the  change  in  needleleaf  seasonal

systems, although the spread in the observed trend in this PFT is relatively large, possibly due

to the low number of ICP and model sites in this PFT (Table S3).

The C:N ratio of the plant labile pool is another indicator of the nutrient balance of material

available for growth and an increase indicates increased nitrogen limitation of plant growth (Fig.

4(b)). The baseline scenario predicts a similar pattern in labile C:N to that seen for leaf N in

terms of N limitation, with an increase across all PFTs in the baseline (mean 0.13 +/- 0.024 %

yr-1) and a small negative change overall for the fixed CO2 scenario (-0.037 +/- 0.027 % yr-1),

with some of the PFTs showing a stronger decrease, implying a decrease in N limitation. There

is a significant difference (p<0.05) between the baseline and fixed CO2 scenarios in all PFTs,

indicating that limitation to growth is driven by increased CO2 concentrations. The magnitude of

the change between the two plant-based metrics differs across PFTs. For example, the increase

in labile C:N is relatively small in the broadleaf seasonal PFT (0.042 +/- 0.04 % yr -1), while the

response  in  leaf  N  magnitude  is  higher  (-0.15 +/-  0.037  %  yr-1).  These  patterns  indicate

differences in plant responses in the different PFTs, so that the model predicts that the change

in leaf N content alleviates the limitation to growth. While these are only model predictions, they

generally agree with our ecological understanding of the role of flexible leaf stoichiometry. This

is important to consider when interpreting leaf N observations as indicators of ecosystem N

limitation.

We also examine two measures of whole ecosystem limitation (Fig. 4(c) and (d)). The ratio

between plant N uptake to ecosystem N  losses is a measure of ‘excess’ N which gets lost from

the system when not taken up by plants and an increase in this ratio indicates a tighter N cycle

and increased N limitation. Overall, the baseline predicts an increase in this ratio (0.09 +/- 0.063

% yr-1), while the fixed CO2 scenario  predicts a decrease (-0.25 +/- 0.065 % yr-1), again 
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Figure 4 - Change in N cycle indicators from 1980 to 2018 across all PFTs due to the increase

in atmospheric CO2 as predicted by the model. Relative change in (a) leaf N content, (b) C:N

ratio of plant pool available for growth, (c) ratio of plant N uptake to ecosystem loss and (d) soil

mineral N. Error bars represent standard error across sites. PFTs for which the model predicts a

significant  difference  between  the  baseline  and  fixed  CO2 runs  are  indicated  with  ‘a’,

significance computed with Wilcoxon rank sum test at p<0.05. PFT abbreviations:TrBE tropical

broadleaf  evergreen,TrBR tropical  broadleaf  rain-green,TrH,  C4  grassland,  TeBE temperate

broadleaf  evergreen,  BS  broadleaf  seasonal,  NE  needleleaf  evergreen,  NS  needleleaf

seasonal, TeHe C3 grassland.
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Figure 5 - (a) Leaf N content and (b) relative change in leaf N content for 1980 - 2015 observed

at the ICP Forests sites and predicted by the model for the baseline model run. Model values

are PFT averages in Europe only. Error bars represent standard error across sites.
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indicating  that  the  CO2 increase  drives  ecosystem N cycling  further  into  a  N-limited stage.

However,  the  differences  between  PFTs  are  very  large  and  the  only  significant  difference

between the baseline and fixed CO2 runs predicted in the tropical evergreen PFT. The relatively

small change in the uptake to loss ratio explains the magnitude in the leaf δ15N change (Fig. 3),

as also predicted by our conceptual model results (Fig. 1).

In terms of changes in soil  mineral N (Fig. 4(d)),  on average the baseline model predicts a

decrease (-0.0017 +/- 0.027 % yr-1) while the fixed CO2 scenario predicts an increase (0.13 +/-

0.031 % yr-1), although the magnitude of the change is modest in most PFTs. Only the tropical

evergreen, temperate evergreen and temperate deciduous PFTs show a significant difference

between the two model runs (p<0.05).

3.4 Effect of anthropogenic N deposition on foliar δ15N trends

We explore our second hypothesis, that changes in the isotopic composition of anthropogenic N

deposition is one of the drivers of observed changes in foliar δ15N. Overall, both scenarios which

include a trend in deposition δ15N content (Table 1) predict a lower slope in foliar δ15N than the

baseline model (Fig. 6), with the strong δ15N trend scenario predicting a negative slope (weak

δ15N trend 0.0011 +/- 0.0011 ‰ yr-1, strong δ15N trend -0.0064 +/- 0.0011 ‰ yr-1), although only

the strong δ15N trend scenario has a significant slope (p<0.05).  Both the overall slopes are less

pronounced than the slope in the observations.

In  terms of  geographic  distribution  (Fig.  6(a))  we  explore  the differences  in  slope  between

continents. While the continent separation might seem arbitrary from an ecological point of view,

it  captures  some  of   the  differences  in  N  deposition  that  come  from  country-based

anthropogenic N emissions levels and subsequent legislation.  The observations show a higher

variability between continents than that observed between PFTs, with Africa, Australia and 
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Figgure 6 - Leaf d15N residuals slope by (a) continent, (b) magnitude of anthropogenic N 

deposition and (c) timing of peak N deposition. Magnitude classes are: low <0.28 gN m-2yr-1, 

medium 0.28 - 0.56 gN m-2yr-1 and high >0.56 gN m-2yr-1. Error bars represent slope standard

error of the fitted slope. Stars indicate significant slopes, p<0.05
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Europe having positive slopes (0.056 +/- 0.065 ‰ yr-1 and 0.015 +/- 0.063 ‰ yr-1 and 0.12 +/- 

0.027 ‰ yr-1 respectively). However, only Europe and North America show significant trends 

(p<0.05), reflecting the highly heterogeneous distribution of data availability between continents 

and in time (Fig. S3). Note here that the majority of observations in Europe are newer than 

2000, therefore occurring after the peak of N deposition. While we would expect observations in 

South America to reflect less N limited tropical and sub-tropical areas, in fact the largest number

of measurements are located in the more temperate regions of the continent (Fig. S1). In 

contrast, our model sites cover the full spectrum of PFTs across the continent and predict a 

strong positive slope (baseline 0.01 +/- 0.0027 ‰ yr-1). As the majority of observations are in the

Americas (>60%), the very strong negative slope there has a large effect on the overall slope.

The greatest impact of the simulated  δ15N trend in deposition occurs in Asia (baseline 0.0021

+/- 0.0018 ‰ yr-1, strong δ15N trend -0.014 +/- 0.0017 ‰ yr-1) and Europe (baseline 0.0059 +/-

0.002 ‰ yr-1, strong trend -0.014 +/- 0.002 ‰ yr-1). This would on one hand imply an alleviation

of N limitation (positive slope) but a greater effect if the N deposition did have a temporal trend

in isotopic composition. In contrast, areas with both lower N limitation and N deposition rates

(e.g. Africa or Australia) show positive δ15N slopes for both the baseline and the model runs with

a δ15N deposition trend (Fig. 6(a)). 

Figure 6 (b) and (c) show the effect of anthropogenic N deposition levels and the timing of peak

deposition. The observations show the most negative slopes at sites with medium levels of N

deposition (-0.08 +/- 0.031 ‰ yr-1) and positive slopes for low deposition sites, although only the

medium and high deposition areas have a significant  slope (p<0.05).  The baseline scenario

predicts similar  slopes across N deposition ranges.  The two scenarios with δ15N trend in N

deposition predict, as would be expected, a more negative slope with increased N deposition

(e.g. low -0.0036 +/- 0.0013 ‰ yr-1 to high -0.014 +/- 0.0011 ‰ yr-1  for the strong δ15N trend

run). 
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In terms of  the timing of maximum anthropogenic N deposition (Fig.  6(c)),  the observations

show a small but not significant slope for sites with an early N deposition peak (-0.016 +/- 0.023

‰ yr-1) and a strongly negative slope (p<0.05) for sites with a more recent peak in N deposition

levels (-0.044 +/- 0.019 ‰ yr-1). The strong δ15N trend model scenario shows a similar pattern

with  a  lower  slope for  the  sites with  an early  N deposition  peak (-0.011 +/-  0.002 ‰ yr-1.)

compared to the later peaking sites (-0.0047 +/- 0.0014 ‰ yr-1). Both of these groups have

significant  slopes  in  the  strong  δ15N trend  scenario  while  for  the  baseline  and  weak  trend

scenarios, only the late peaking sites show significant slopes (p<0.05).

4 Discussion

We compared predictions from an isotope enabled LSM with a global, long-term dataset of foliar

δ15N. We demonstrated that the model captures large-scale trends in foliar dN15 associated with

mean  annual  temperature,  precipitation  and  foliar  N  recorded  in  the  data.  The  model

furthermore reproduces trends in  foliar N concentrations across European forest ecosystems,

for which we had sufficient data available to assess the simulated trends. However, the model

does  not  simulate  the  strong  decreasing  trend  in  foliar  δ15N  present  in  the  observations.

Consistent  with hypothesis  1,  QUINCY shows an overall  lower  leaf  δ15N with elevated CO2

compared to the model scenario with fixed CO2, even if the magnitude of the slope is much

smaller than the observation-derived trend. Using idealised scenarios, we demonstrate isotopic

changes in N deposition, a phenomenon unrelated to nutrient limitation, may provide a stronger

contribution to the decreased trend in foliar δ15N than changes in soil N availability. Our results

point to difficulty of identifying the causal processes between observed variations in foliar δ15N,

especially at large spatial and temporal scales and therefore caution against interpretation of the

observed  trend  in  foliar  15N  as  indicative  of  large-scale  oligotrophication  due  to  rising

atmospheric CO2. 
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4.1 Nitrogen limitation with elevated CO2

We hypothesised that increases in atmospheric CO2 lead to increased ecosystem N limitation.

Indeed,  the  model  predicts  N  limitation  across  most  PFTs  (Fig.  4)  and  captures  observed

decreases in leaf N only for the model run with transient CO2. Increasing N limitation, or rather

declining N availability, with increasing CO2 is associated with a stronger decline in foliar δ15N

than  when  keeping  CO2 at  pre-industrial  levels.  However,  the  magnitude  of  this  trend  is

substantially smaller than the trend inferred from observations. Overall, our results confirm the

hypothesis, but the process interaction is complex: while the decrease in leaf N occurs under

transient CO2 only, this does not always translate into enhanced growth limitation (Fig. 4(b) and

S5).  This  can  be  explained  by  two  factors:  (1)  decrease  in  N content  is  a  photosynthetic

response at the leaf level  (Ainsworth & Long, 2005) and (2) decrease in N content alleviates

limitation and allows plants to maintain growth. Therefore, a decrease in leaf N or δ15N is a sign

of reduced N availability but not necessarily increased growth limitation. The exact relationship

between soil N availability (Fig. 4(c) and (d)), limitation to growth (Fig. 4(b) and S5) and changes

in leaf N and δ15N (Fig. 4(a) and 3(a)) varies across PFTs and implicitly with plant strategies and

adaptations in real world observations.

4.2 Model and data uncertainties

To our knowledge, QUINCY is the first LSM to include nitrogen isotope fractionation. This can

be a powerful tool for evaluating N cycle processes, both by using N tracer experiments and

natural abundance data. Here, QUINCY broadly reproduces expected patterns of foliar δ15N,

both at process level (Fig.1) and at broader spatial scales (Fig. 2). This supports the application

of the model to analyse trends in foliar 15N  and compare these to observations.

We do however observe a mismatch between observed and predicted temporal trends in leaf
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δ15N, in that data shows a much stronger decrease than the model (Figs. 3 and 6). There can be

multiple  causes  behind  this  mismatch,  if  we  assume isotope  representation  in  QUINCY is

correct: (1) other processes acting alongside N limitation, (2) model representation of N cycle

processes  and  (3)  a  difference  in   sites  covered  by  the  observations  and  by  the  model

respectively. The first point refers to our second hypothesis that changes in anthropogenic N

deposition  affect  the  foliar  δ15N  signal.  Our  results  support  this  hypothesis,  in  that  model

simulations  which include a δ15N trend in  N deposition  predict  a  negative  slope in  δ15N on

average,  with model predictions matching observations more closely in areas with higher N

deposition, although there is still discrepancy between observed and modelled trends (Fig. 6).

Another supporting argument is that observed trends are connected to  timing of N deposition

and therefore changes in legislation and deposition sources. Areas with relatively high levels of

N deposition (Asia, North America) show a strong observed negative trend ( Fig 6(a)), although

we would expect an alleviation of N limitation by the N input. Europe, the area with the highest

historical levels of N deposition, shows a significant positive trend in the observations, although

this might be explained by the skewed temporal distribution of observations here, with most

available data being after 2000 (Fig. S3),  while the peak in N deposition in most European

countries was in the 1980s (Engardt et al., 2017). Additionally, as different sources of deposition

have different isotopic signatures (Elliott et al., 2019), the exact trend can depend on the spatial

and temporal distribution of emission sources.

Overall,  the evidence for our second hypothesis is mixed. The model scenario with a strong

trend in δ15N in N deposition is the only one to predict a negative global slope of foliar δ15N, but

the  magnitude  is  still  lower  than  the  observations.  As  discussed  above,  the  continentally

segregated spatial patterns found in the observations somewhat support  the hypothesis but

multiple  factors  affecting  δ15N  signals  make  attribution  difficult.  Our  implementation  of  the

deposition trend was based on two studies (Hastings et al., 2009; Holtgrieve et al., 2011) which
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aim to represent large-scale temporal patterns in δ15N. We chose to implement values from both

studies as the difference in observed changes is relatively large and we aimed to represent

different possible scenarios. While we would generally expect δ15N signatures of deposition to

be less spatially and temporally heterogeneous than total N deposited (Bauer et al., 2000), there

is  still  some  variability.  Both  studies  are  based  in  the  northern  hemisphere  and  while

atmospheric transport should mean lake sediments and ice cores can represent signals from

large areas of the globe, it is unrealistic that observed trends are fully representative of a global

process. Differences between the two records could be caused by fractionation processes e.g.

in lake sediments (Lehmann et al., 2003; Leng et al., 2006).  beyond the scope of this paper.

Further, such processes could dilute the deposition δ15N signal, so the trend we use here might

be weaker than what would actually be observed in deposition. It is equally unrealistic that a

single trend can be applied to a set of globally distributed sites, an approach which we have

taken due to a lack of data. However, we show that a temporal trend in the  15N content of N

deposition does have an effect on foliar δ15N and should therefore be taken into consideration

when looking at long term trends. To correctly match the spatial distribution of observations, we

would need a more spatially distributed dataset of δ15N content of N deposition and its change

over time.  

An alternative explanation of the mismatch between model predictions and observations is that

QUINCY does not correctly predict an increase in N limitation. However, the simulations show

an increase  in  N limitation  based  on all  other  metrics  used  in  this  study  (Fig.  4)  and  the

magnitude of the response is correct compared to observed changes in leaf N content across

European forests (Fig. 5). A more comprehensive, global dataset of leaf N timeseries would

allow a more extensive global evaluation,  but even with the limited data available,  QUINCY

predicts decreases in leaf N over time within observed ranges.

Another possible reason behind the data-model mismatch is the sites covered by the model and
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the observations. We designed our study to represent sites distributed across climate zones and

PFTs to represent a global picture, rather than the site distribution present in the Craine2018

dataset (Fig. S1 and S2). Additionally, the temporal distribution of observations is highly skewed

towards the present day. This results in a leaf δ15N trend representative of the higher latitudes

and the last 20 years. Additionally, when we partition the data into smaller regions, even though

resulting δ15N slopes are more negative than those predicted by the model, the trends are very

heterogeneous  and very few slopes are  actually  statistically  significant,  due to  the multiple

processes contributing to N isotope fractionation. Craine2018 is the best dataset of foliar δ15N

we have to date and a coordinated observation network is needed to address these gaps.

4.3 Use of foliar δ15N data for assessing ecosystem N limitation

status

Natural abundance δ15N data can be a very powerful tool in investigating ecosystem N cycle

processes. However, the main advantage that plant δ15N integrates many processes and can

therefore  be  representative  of  ecosystem  level  N  status,  can  also  be  seen  as  its  main

disadvantage, when many processes contribute to small changes it becomes difficult to attribute

causality  (Craine et al.,  2015). For natural abundance studies such as ours, the relationship

between N availability and foliar δ15N at site-level can be explained in a relatively straightforward

manner  (Fig.  1).  Once  we  add  the  dimensions  of  time  and  space,  the  problem  becomes

increasingly  complex.  Although  we  remove  average  effects  of  climate  (temperature  and

precipitation),  there  are  still  a  large  number  of  variables  controlling  isotope  fractionation

processes, including N availability before anthropogenic disturbance, plant functional type and N

deposition amount and temporal patterns. An ideal dataset for assessing changes in ecosystem

N limitation in time would be a consistent timeseries of observations at the same sites, including

measurements  of  soil  and  leaf  δ15N  following  a  common  protocol,  similar  to  the  kind  of
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information available from the ICP Forests database. In addition to leaf N isotope content, δ15N

in tree rings can provide a consistent timeseries of N availability  (Martin et al., 2021; van der

Sleen et al.,  2015) and a distributed database of such measurements could prove to be an

extremely powerful tool.

Independent of how robustly we could identify a decrease in soil N availability over time from a

δ15N dataset, the question of plant growth limitation still remains. Our model predicts a decrease

in leaf N with increased CO2 across almost all PFTs (Fig. 4(a)) but the change in N available to

growth is neither as prevalent nor as strong as that in leaf N (Fig. 4(b) and S5). This would imply

that plants adjust their stoichiometry under decreased N availability to maximise productivity

thus alleviating N limitation, a hypothesis that has been advanced before (Drake et al., 1997).

While in the current study we cannot evaluate this model prediction, it does indicate that foliar

δ15N data should be used alongside plant biomass data to actually infer the effect of changes in

soil N on vegetation growth.

4.4  Combining models  with  data  to  understand  patterns   of  N

limitation

One of our aims in this study was to showcase the usefulness of an LSM  alongside a large

observational dataset to interpret observed patterns and for process attribution. An LSM allows

us to simulate different scenarios and to ‘turn off’ processes to test hypotheses. We show that in

the absence of any CO2  increase QUINCYpredicts a higher foliar  δ15N, although the pattern

differs  among PFTs.  For  example,  tropical  regions show a lower  N limitation  increase with

increasing CO2, likely due to high levels of N fixation in these systems (Cleveland et al., 1999).

On the other hand, boreal regions show a decrease in δ15N even without an increase in CO2.

While geographical patterns could be inferred simply from data, the effect of CO2 could not.
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Another advantage of using an LSM is that we can derive quantities that are not commonly

measured,  such  as  internal  plant  N  availability  and  soil  N  cycling,  to  further  investigate

ecosystem N limitation and draw conclusions about vegetation N status.

Our analysis highlights two important points: (1) the importance of N deposition for ecosystem N

limitation, not only as N inputs but also through the way its isotopic composition affects our

interpretation of plant and soil δ15N and (2) the difference in N limitation viewed through different

ecosystem metrics (Fig. 4). The first point was discussed in section 4.1, but in summary the 15N

signal  of  anthropogenic  N  deposition  input  to  ecosystems  affects  foliar  δ15N,  so  that  the

temporal and spatial pattern of N emission sources must be taken into account when analysing

long-term foliar δ15N data. While a readily available data product does not yet exist, some of the

pieces needed to start building such a product do (emission inventories, atmospheric transport

models).

The complexity of N limitation metrics is an issue acknowledged before (Vicca et al., 2018), as

we ourselves describe in the introduction, but the model analysis paints a clearer picture of what

the processes are. A decrease in leaf N, as predicted by QUINCY in response to increased CO2

is not always a good indicator of growth limitation, as a decrease either alleviates the limitation

or is a photosynthesis level response to elevated CO2. Soil mineral N is also not a very good

indicator,  due  to  the  many  plant  and  microbial  processes  that  interact  with  it.  While  CN

stoichiometry of  the plant  labile  pool is the most direct metric of  how much plant  growth is

actually N limited, this is unfortunately very difficult to measure, if at all possible. However, if

data were available at a network of sites, for both leaf and soil N content, as well as soil N loss,

these measures could be used to evaluate the model after which predicted labile CN could be

used with confidence to determine the N limitation status.

Overall, we conclude that large datasets of leaf nitrogen and its isotopic composition are not, on
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their own, sufficient to assess changes in ecosystem N status. We show temporal trends in leaf

δ15N are not exclusively driven by oligotrophication and a decrease in leaf N content does not

always translate intoN limitation to plant growth. Foliar concentrations result from  a complex

chain of soil  and plant processes and are therefore difficult to compare across sites without

additional  information.  e  propose  to  go  beyond  using  data  to  evaluate  models  and  to  use

models and data jointly to further interrogate ecosystem processes and draw conclusions about

possible,  difficult  to observe mechanisms, as well  as identify data gaps and future paths to

further our understanding of the processes at hand. 
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